
Phase II

Action Planning

Consensus – Define – Implement

 

Phase II will be developed and executed by the school as described below:

Phase II Development & Stakeholder Engagement

  August 17 – August 28, 2020    

Provide Opening of Schools Development to share Phase I results and garner stakeholder feedback using
the OOS Development Plan 
Develop School Culture and Academic Programs Implementation Steps

Schools will begin Phase II of the School Improvement Process with an Opening of Schools Professional
Development led by the School Leadership Team (SLT). Topics such as Data and Systems Review Summary, the
Sustained Essential Practice, Primary and Secondary Essential Practices, Priority Actions, and Outcome
Statements will be discussed and examined with stakeholders.  The SLT will purposefully engage stakeholders in
providing reflective feedback on the creation and implementation of specific actions aimed at achieving
improved School Culture and Academic Programs. The development of the School Culture and Academic
Programs specific Implementation Steps will be completed by August 28, 2020.

 

Implementation Steps Requirements:

Align to the school’s Outcome Statement, Essential Practices and Priority Actions
Provide specific implementation dates
Describe the specific action or activity that will take place
Include the name(s) and position(s) of the person(s) responsible
Specify what evidence would demonstrate the intended Implementation Step was achieved
Describe the process that will be used to monitor each Implementation Step and the person(s) involved in
monitoring

 

Quarter 1 Implementation

August 31 – October 16, 2020

Participate with the School Leadership Team in a Region Review Process
Meet with the EESAC to review and approve Phase I & II of the School Improvement Process
Monitor the execution of Quarter 1 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of fidelity 
Conduct an Impact Review to gather qualitative data that will inform the Quarter 1 Systems Review

During Quarter 1 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 1 Implementation Steps. The school leadership
team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.
Towards the conclusion of this stage, schools will conduct an internal impact review that will inform their
Systems Review and Data Reflection.

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Data Incorporation



In Phase II you will be asked to identify any subgroup(s) that fell below the 41% threshold according to
the Federal Index (link below). If applicable, your school team will determine specific actions to target
identified subgroup(s).  As specified in the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) the subgroup(s) are made
up of: White, Black/African American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, Multiracial, Pacific Islander,
and Economically Disadvantaged students. In addition to the data provided on the SIP Dashboard, the
school’s entire ESSA Report Card may be viewed by using this link to the EduData site (edudata.fldoe.org)
in order to assist in the identification of those target subgroup(s).  
Federal Index and ESSA Support Categories

After analyzing the subgroup data, strategize how the Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice (in
Academic Programs only) in the SIP will address the subgroup(s) of concern.  Furthermore, in the first quarter
Implementation Steps, include at least one Implementation Step aligned to the appropriate subgroup(s) that are
being addressed. 

 

Quarter 1 Systems Review & Data Reflection

October 19 – October 30, 2020

Evaluate and reflect on the success of the Quarter 1 Implementation Steps through the Systems Review
and Data Reflection
Revise and/or develop School Culture and Academic Programs Quarter 2 Implementation Steps

After the Quarter 1 Implementation stage, schools will examine the success of the Implementation Steps and will
have the opportunity to adjust/modify based on qualitative and quantitative data gathered during the Impact
Review. SLTs will develop better informed and refined Implementation Steps to execute during Quarter 2
Implementation. 

 

Quarter 2 Implementation

November 2 – December 18, 2020

Monitor the execution of Quarter 2 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree of fidelity
Title I Schools will upload their 2020-2021 Title I – Parent and Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)

During Quarter 2 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 2 Implementation Steps. The school leadership
team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.
 
 

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 1 Implementation

(August 31 – October 16, 2020)

 

School Culture Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement rewards and incentives, then the amount of student case management referrals
will decrease and teacher attendance will increase. 2. If we successfully implement a shared vision/mission, then
all stakeholders will work towards a common goal, student achievement. 3. If we successfully implement
positive behavior supports, then teachers will be able to focus on academic achievement without behavior as a
barrier.

Sustained Essential Practice

https://edudata.fldoe.org/
http://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/14196/urlt/FederalIndex19.xlsx


Positive Behavior Support (PBS)

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Incentive programs will be used to recognize and celebrate student and teacher successes each quarter on the
morning announcements and during faculty meetings.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Implement a school-wide discipline plan that is
aligned to the district's code of student conduct.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal;
Classroom
Teachers

As a result, we
should see a
decrease in the
number of
student case
management
referrals.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal and
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal,
will review
monthly case
management
referrals and
monitor the
number of
referrals.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Students who are caught "Doing the Right
Thing" will receive a 'You Nailed it Certificate'
to be redeemed at the Positive Behavior Store
on a bi-weekly basis.

Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal;
Colleen
Sullivan,
Teacher

As a result,
students who
are caught
'Doing the Right
Thing' will be
recognized, and
names noted on
the Positive
Behavior Store
Log.

Colleen
Sullivan,
teacher, will
maintain a
log of the
students who
visited the
store and
will submit
to Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal,
monthly.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

School counselor will schedule weekly
classroom visits to review and discuss the value
of the month.

Dianne
Baugh,
Counselor

As a result,
students will be
exposed to
monthly Values
Matter
reminders. It is
expected that
students will

The school
counselor
will submit
classroom
visitation
logs on a
weekly basis
to the



apply this
information in
their daily
interactions
with one
another in the
building.

principal,
Carl
Robinson, or
Assistant
Principal,
Gelsys
Alvarez.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Students will participate in a daily behavioral
Cone Challenge during lunch. Homeroom
classes will earn a color coded cone indicating
their behavior for the day. A green cone
indicates students followed all of the rules; a
yellow cone indicates improvement is needed;
and a red cone indicates poor overall class
behavior. The class with the most green cones
for the current month will receive an incentive
and will be recognized during the morning
announcements.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, we
should see an
increase in
appropriate
student behavior
in the cafeteria
during
lunchtime.

The Principal
and Assistant
Principal will
monitor the
Cone
Challenge
Chart and
follow up
with class
incentives.

Primary Essential Practice

Rewards/Incentives

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Various school-wide behavior support systems will be implemented to decrease student case management
referrals and to increase overall student behaviors which will positively impact student achievement.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Students will participate in a daily behavioral
Cone Challenge during lunch. Homeroom classes
will earn a color coded cone indicating their
behavior for the day. A green cone indicates
students followed all of the rules; a yellow cone
indicates improvement is needed; and a red cone
indicates poor overall class behavior. The class
with the most green cones for the current month
will receive an incentive and will be recognized
on the morning announcements.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, we
should see an
increase in
appropriate
student
behavior in the
cafeteria during
lunchtime.

The
Principal
and
Assistant
Principal
will
monitor the
Cone
Challenge
Chart and
follow up
with class
incentives.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

The class in each grade level with the greatest
number of 100% attendance for the month will

Dianne
Baugh,

As a result,
student

Dianne
Baugh,



End: Fri, Oct 16 receive a perfect attendance trophy. In addition,
the Principal or Assistant Principal will recognize
the winning class on the morning announcements.

Counselor;
Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

attendance
rates will
increase as
evidenced by
the daily
attendance
reports.

School
Counselor,
will
monitor
daily
attendance
and advise
the
Principal
and
Assistant
Principal of
the winning
classes at
the end of
each month.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers and staff will utilize the shout out board
in the main office to share best practices.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result,
administration
will be able to
observe these
best practices
while
conducting
class room
visits.

Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal,
will collect
all the
'shout outs'
and
announce
them at the
faculty
meetings.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers with perfect attendance for the month
will be recognized at a faculty meeting, where
their names will be entered into a raffle. One of
the teachers with perfect attendance will have the
opportunity to win a special prize.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal;
Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result,
teacher
absences will
decrease as
evidenced by a
decrease in the
number of
substitutes in
the building.

Carl
Robinson,
Principal,
will review
the staff
attendance
report
monthly
and
recognize
teachers
with 100%
attendance
as well as
include
their names
in the raffle.

Secondary Essential Practice

Shared Vision/Mission

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

The school's vision/mission will be supported by targeting students' needs; whether through instruction, home
assistance programs, and/or social-emotional growth.



Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last name,
position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step
was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Weekly
collaborative
grade level
meetings will be
held with each
grade level.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal; Mandy
Osborn, Reading
Coach; Victor
Franco, Math
Coach

As a result, teachers will
have an opportunity to
participate in common
planning. A sign-in
sheet and agenda will be
maintained for each
weekly meeting.

Sign in sheets and meeting
agendas will be submitted to
Carl Robinson, Principal, or
Gelsys Alvarez, Assistant
Principal.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Implement a
School-Wide
Discipline Plan
that is aligned to
the district's code
of student
conduct.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result, we should
see a decrease in the
number of Student Case
Management referrals.

Carl Robinson, Principal
and Gelsys Alvarez,
Assistant Principal, will
review monthly case
management referrals and
monitor the number of
referrals.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

A survey will be
given to all staff
members to
determine the
needed resources
to meet the needs
of all learner.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result,
administration will use
the results of the teacher
surveys to provide
needed resources.

Carl Robinson, Principal
and Gelsys Alvarez,
Assistant Principal, will
review the survey and
determine the overall needs
of the staff.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

The leadership
team will meet to
implement a
school-wide
intervention
Plan.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal; Mandy
Osborn, Reading
Coach; Victor
Franco, Math
Coach

As a result, a school-
wide intervention
schedule will be created
identifying the students,
outlining the times,
days, and resources to
be utilized.

Carl Robinson, Principal
and Gelsys Alvarez,
Assistant Principal will
regularly monitor
intervention schedules to
ensure fidelity and
effectiveness of the
interventions provided.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 1 Implementation

(August 31 – October 16, 2020)

 

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

1. If we successfully implement standards-based collaborative planning, then all teachers will ensure that lessons
are aligned to standards and instructional delivery is effective and meaningful throughout the lessons. 2. If we
successfully utilize data to drive instruction throughout all grade levels, then students will demonstrate growth
across curricula. 3. If we successfully implement ongoing progress monitoring, then lessons will be aligned to
the data as well as to meet the needs of diverse learners.

Sustained Essential Practice



Standards-Based Collaborative Planning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Lesson plans will be used to guide the delivery of standards-based instruction, ensuring that lessons incorporate
student centered strategies to meet the needs of all learners.

Implementation
Date(s) Implementation Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name, position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would demonstrate
the Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Administration will provide a
schedule of weekly meetings
for the quarter. The schedule
will be shared with
instructional coaches and used
when planning grade level
meetings.

Carl Robinson,
Principal, Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, a
schedule of weekly
meeting dates and
times will be
created and
available to all
instructional staff
members.

Administration will
participate in
planning meetings;
copies of agendas and
sign in sheets will be
maintained.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

A survey will be sent to staff
soliciting interest and
participation in a lesson study,
either cross-curricular or within
the same grade level, or
vertically.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach;
Victor Franco,
Math Coach;
Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, survey
results will be
analyzed, and
instructional staff
will be identified
for participation in
a lesson study.

A survey will be
created by
administration and
results will be used to
determine interests
for participation in a
lesson study.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers who are interested in
participating in the lesson study
will request to observe a
colleague. Peer observations
and debriefing will each take
15 minutes. During the
debriefing phase, teachers will
share best practices.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach;
Victor Franco,
Math Coach;
Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, peer
observation notes
and schedule of
peer observations
will be reviewed,
and evaluated for
teacher support.

Instructional Coaches
will maintain a copy
of the scheduled peer
observations.
Individual teachers
will maintain notes
relevant to their peer
observations.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Vertical planning during grade
level meetings will be used to
review grade level standards
and best practices.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach;
Victor Franco,
Math Coach;
Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez,
Assistant
Principal

As a result, a
schedule of grade
level and vertical
team planning
meetings will be
created. All
agendas and sign-in
sheets will be
maintained.

Instructional Coaches
will collect sign in
sheets and agendas.
Administration will
participate in
meetings and monitor
progress.



Primary Essential Practice

Ongoing Progress Monitoring

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Professional development and peer mentoring will be utilized to assist teachers with differentiated instruction.
Walk-throughs will ensure that teachers are implementing meaningful and appropriate differentiated instruction
to identified students.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s) Responsible

(First & last name,
position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would
demonstrate the

Implementation Step
was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Conduct pre-
diagnostic chats
with students
prior to i-Ready
diagnostic
testing.

Victor Franco, Math
Coach; Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result, student
data tracking logs will
indicate student
progress throughout
the i-Ready diagnostic
and growth
monitoring
assessments.

Classroom teachers will
monitor student usage of i-
Ready on a weekly basis.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers will
receive a class
list identifying
all Tier 2 and
Tier 3 students
requiring
intervention.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach; Victor
Franco, Math Coach;
Classroom Teachers;
Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result, a master
list of all students
requiring Tier 2 and
Tier 3 intervention
will be created.

Instructional Coaches will
use school-wide data to
identify students needing
intervention. They will also
create growth monitoring
groups.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Encourage and
monitor student
completion of
suggested i-
Ready minutes
and passing
rates.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach; Victor
Franco, Math Coach;
Classroom Teachers;
Carl Robinson,
Principal Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result, i-Ready
online usage reports
will be reviewed and
used to increase
student usage.

Teachers will monitor i-
Ready usage weekly by
tracking student minutes
and passing rates.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Assign growth
monitoring
assessments as
needed for
progress
monitoring.

Mandy Osborn,
Reading Coach; Victor
Franco, Math Coach;
Classroom Teachers;
Carl Robinson,
Principal Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result of the
growth monitoring
reports, we should see
increase of the
development of
student targeted
instruction.

Students who are identified
for intervention will be
assessed by teachers
following 21 days of
instruction to determine
growth and effectiveness of
intervention strategies.

ESSA Reflection



To complete the following ESSA Reflection, refer to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Data
Incorporation section in the Phase II Introduction for additional information. 

If you have met expectations with all subgroup(s) input n/a in the next two fields.   

Identify which of the ESSA subgroup(s) did not meet the 41% threshold according to the Federal Index (White, Black/African
American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, Multiracial, Pacific Islander, Economically Disadvantaged Students, Students
with Disabilities, English Language Learners).

In the narrative below, be sure to detail how you will address the school-wide improvement priorities for these identified
subgroup(s).

Lastly, review the Implementation Steps for the Primary Essential Practice in Quarter 1
Implementation above, be sure to include at least one Implementation Step to address the
subgroup(s) that fell below the 41% threshold per the Federal Index. 

Secondary Essential Practice

Data-Driven Instruction

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Data will continuously be monitored to adjust learning groups, interventions and teaching strategies.

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last name,
position)

Expected
Evidence

(What evidence
would

demonstrate the
Implementation

Step was
successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Grade levels will
participate in group
data discussions
focusing on the 2020-

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal; Mandy

As a result,
teachers will be
provided with a
copy of student

Carl Robinson, Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant Principal, will
maintain a record of grade level
meetings including schedules,



2021 iReady AP 1
data. Grade levels will
create student
grouping for
differentiated
instruction.

Osborn, Reading
Coach; Victor
Franco, Math
Coach

data using
iReady reports.

agendas, and sign-in sheets.
Teachers will maintain their DI
planning sheets.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Students will be
provided with their
2020-2021 iReady
AP1 data and will use
the data to set goals
for the 2020-2021
school year.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal; Mandy
Osborn, Reading
Coach; Victor
Franco, Math
Coach; Classroom
Teachers

As a result,
academic goals
will be created
for all students.

Teachers will monitor and
provide students with their
individual data. Students will be
asked to reflect on their data and
set goals for how and what areas
they would like to see
improvements in. All students
will complete a goal setting
worksheet.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Teachers use the
2020-2021 iReady
AP1 data to modify
instruction and create
intervention
instructional groups.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal; Mandy
Osborn, Reading
Coach; Victor
Franco, Math
Coach; Classroom
Teachers

As a result,
teachers will
have real time
data to use in
planning
instruction and
modifying
interventions.

i-Ready reports will be
monitored and reviewed by
teachers, insructional coaches,
and administration to ensure all
students are receiving
specifically designed instruction
to meet their individual needs.

Start: Mon, Aug
31

End: Fri, Oct 16

Administration will
meet with grade levels
to have data
discussions using a
targeted protocol.

Carl Robinson,
Principal; Gelsys
Alvarez, Assistant
Principal

As a result, we
should see
evidence of data
driven
instruction,
where teachers
use student data
to guide
instructional
planning.

Data chat schedule and guided
questions will be provided to
teachers prior to data chat with
administration.

Parent Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)
All Title 1 schools will submit the 2018-2019 PFEP to the Title 1 office for approval on or before, Tuesday,
October 9, 2018. Once approved, the PFEP will be uploaded into the School Improvement Process (Phase II).

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 2 Implementation

(November 2 – December 18, 2020)

 

School Culture Outcome Statement



Sustained Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Primary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice



Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

Secondary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)



ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 2 Implementation

(November 2 – December 18, 2020)

 

Academic Programs Outcome Statement

Sustained Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)



Primary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(First & last
name,

position)

Expected Evidence

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

Monitoring

(How and
Who?)

ESSA Reflection 



To complete the following ESSA Reflection, refer to the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Data
Incorporation section in the Phase II Introduction for additional information. 

If you have met expectations with all subgroup(s) input n/a in the next two fields.   

Identify which of the ESSA subgroup(s) did not meet the 41% threshold according to the Federal Index (White, Black/African
American, Hispanic, Asian, Native American, Multiracial, Pacific Islander, Economically Disadvantaged Students, Students
with Disabilities, English Language Learners).

In the narrative below, be sure to detail how you will address the school-wide improvement priorities for these identified
subgroup(s).

Lastly, review the Implementation Steps for the Primary Essential Practice in Quarter
2 Implementation above, be sure to include at least one Implementation Step to address the
subgroup(s) that fell below the 41% threshold per the Federal Index. 

Secondary Essential Practice

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice

Implementation
Date(s)

Implementation
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence Monitoring



(First & last
name,

position)

(What evidence would demonstrate the
Implementation Step was successfully

executed?)

(How and
Who?)


